Dear African Friends,

May, 20, 2010 A.D.

First, please allow me to state my sincere gratitude to ZAYA President, Frank Katabalwa,
who has done an incredible job in Africa in a most honorable fashion. He has upheld his charge with
integrity for Africa. He exhibits a rare and exceptional integrity for the defense of others and is
indeed a servant in the purest form. He has exhibited to me a commitment to serve his fellow man
before himself. I’ve been working with Frank’s youth research team for some time now, and we
could not have achieved the progress that we have achieved had it not been for Frank Katabalwa.
Frank is truly a servant of the People of Africa, and his reputation is known to many of us here in
America. Being a co-founder and officer of ZAYA, I will distribute BIONAID and ZeoHeal through
ZAYA, and truly believe that our programs can provide jobs and better health for many.
The intent of this letter, presented to all interested parties, is to clearly establish that Frank
Katabalwa and ZAYA are the official distributors in Africa for BIONAID and ZeoHeal on behalf
me, Burk-Elder: Hale, Third , Burk Hale, Inc., and BHI Mfg, and to also provide said parties with
official notification that we are officially recommended by the Honorable Barry M. Goldwater, Jr.
who is well known for his philanthropic work and has assisted Frank and I with getting my health
breakthroughs in dietary supplements to the African People. To see an official webpage on Mr.
Goldwater’s website to verify this most honorable recommendation please do the following:
Go to http://www.barrygoldwaterjr.com – Enter the website from the portal page – Click on
“Corporate Affiliations” at the top of the page – After entering the next page, log in at the bottom
with the username “bhi” and the password “mfg” – Then you will be able to view the official page
recommending BHI Mfg, the official suppliers for ZAYA with BIONAID and ZeoHeal.
I have not found more trustworthy people to work with in Africa than Frank. In the past, after
my associates and I having donated $50,000.00 in UPCOSH (BIONAID exclusively now) to
Uganda, I was most disappointed to see how poorly managed the project was by other parties there,
and I have turned to Frank with complete trust to see our endeavor succeed in ending all fears of
AIDS, Malaria and other illnesses. If African nations act promptly, we offer to ship BIONAID to
Africa free of charge for reasonable bulk orders. Contact Frank for pricing.
BIONAID is the most advanced silver-ozone hydrosol in the world, and ZeoHeal is the most
safe and effective product for deep tissue cleansing of toxins in the body. Together, they provide
“natural immunization” without vaccine and drug toxicity. BIONAID is being donated to ZAYA to
supply for clinical testing and approval as a dietary supplement in Africa. The original UPCOSH
(Uniform Picoscalar Concentrated Oligodynamic Silver Hydrosol) was approved by the NDA under
a different branding besides “BIONAID” and was supposed to provide my formulation to Africa on a
continual bases, but the formulation of the different branding is not UPCOSH. True UPCOSH, that I
have developed, is non-photosensitive like other silver hydrosols, the trioxysilver particle is
permanently suspended in solution and its safety and efficacy is backed by a $1,000.000.00 reward. I
am very pleased to see the wise African People take such great interest in these products.
Sincerely,

